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Abstract

In the past years, we have witnessed the development of a new era, a technology driven digital era. One product of this new era is considered to be the smart-phone. It incorporates a lot of devices that were once heavy, bulky, and expensive, all into a single medium. The smart-phone has become widely available for every user and is nowadays a part of our daily life.

One special device that the smart-phone incorporates is the digital camera. In the beginning the embedded mobile cameras were of poor quality and were considered a poor choice to the unmatched high end digital cameras. However in recent years developments have been made in the newer generation sensors which are more accurate, widely available and inexpensive. Technology trends shows that the new sensor generations continue pixel size reduction and promising new technologies are added such as back-side illumination and organic film materials [87]. The new generations of mobile phone cameras are closing fast the big gap that has existed so far between the professional digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) cameras and the ‘simple’ mobile cameras. This stems the idea that particular applications that once used the high end DSLR cameras can now be made available for mobile cameras; and even more, now giving the possibility that computations that were once necessary to be made on a separate medium, now to be made on the mobile device itself. One such application is the usage of the output of the mobile camera that through estimation algorithms to be able to recover the spectral reflectance information.

The thesis is focused in studying the practicality and usefulness of the information obtained as output from the smart-phone RGB camera (in the JPEG data type) in spectral imaging as it will be used to provide a basis in future applications where spectral data is needed such as mobile imaging in artworks, cultural heritage, medical analysis, pattern recognition (automated photo editing), etc. The study in the thesis is structured as a comparison between smart-phone cameras and DSLR cameras as their digital output in the form of RAW (obtained mainly from the DSLR cameras) and JPEG type data provides an important role in obtaining the spectral estimation of the imaged objects. Steps in creating the JPEG type image such as compression and image processing algorithms are studied to see their importance in retrieving the estimation of the spectral data.

For test purposes seven devices have been used: two digital single lens reflex (DSLR) cameras that allowed capturing the raw data, one commercial digital camera and four current smart-phone cameras. Also one of the smart phone cameras allowed capturing the raw data which was also used in tests. The methods used for estimation were linear fitting via least squares, and multivariate polynomial fitting via least squares (the second and third degree polynomials were used). In order to evaluate the performance of the reflectance recovery of the selected estimation models different metrics were used. To evaluate spectrally the differences, the methods used were: root mean square error (RMSE), goodness of fit coefficient (GFC) and also RMSE wavelength-wise. Also to evaluate colorimetrically the performance of the reflectance estimation the CIELAB and CIEDE2000 color difference metrics were used.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

In the recent years there has been a huge development on the mobile phone market in terms of technology, especially the smart-phone market [1]. This has led in turn to a large consumerism market, making smart-phones and their technology widely available for every user, and becoming nowadays a part of our daily life.

The confluence of the phone camera and the mobile device has been highly attractive since its inception. Combining the telecommunications connectivity and the proper medium for photography has proven to be highly popular in the history of mobility and the history of photography. Due to this, mobile cameras cannot be considered as any other type of cameras, instead “camera phones are extending personal imaging practices and allowing for the evolution of new kinds of imaging practices”. [2, 3] This statement is particularly true considering all the advances that have been made in the new generation sensors which are more accurate, widely available and inexpensive. Technology trends shows that the new sensor generations continue pixel size reduction and promising new technologies are added such as back-side illumination and organic film materials [87]. The new generations of mobile phone cameras are closing fast the big gap that has existed so far between the professional digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) cameras and the ‘simple’ mobile cameras. This stems the idea that particular applications that once used the high end DSLR cameras can now be made available for mobile cameras; and even more, now giving the possibility that computations that were once necessary to be made on a separate medium, now to be made on the mobile device itself, as current devices come with low-power high-performance processors.

Figure 1 Interaction of light and object in order to obtain the phone camera color signal

In this context mobile devices can be exploited further by utilizing their full hardware and software potential. An application to be studied would be the usage of the phone camera as a capturing device and through further estimation algorithms to be able to recover the spectral information. Spectral reflectance represents physical information
of an object surface [4]. Literature provides a myriad of possibilities in the recovery of spectral reflectance. These include: liquid crystal tunable filters (LCTF) coupled with a monochrome camera [5], a six-position filter wheel containing absorption filters couple with a monochrome camera, and a two-position filter slider containing absorption filters coupled with a color-filter array (CFA) color camera [6], direct sight spectrograph [7], or dichroic mirrors devices [8]. Said devices can provide indeed accurate results, but also have some drawbacks such as high costs, high-level of expertise needed to utilize them, and they may require extra hardware for imaging which can become problematic in some types of environments. Compared to the above mentioned devices the smart-phone cameras provide an inexpensive, fast, practical and widely available solution.

Object information, when captured by a phone camera is captured in terms of a color signal, which is a product of the object spectral reflectance and the illuminant, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore the cameras output is illuminant dependent. An increase of applications in many different fields requires the objects true spectral reflectance information which is independent on the viewing illuminant, hence the importance of providing the spectral information from the cameras RGB response values. So far applications tested on high end DSLR cameras provide good results in terms of reflectance estimation which leads to believe that the the new sensor technologies in current smart-phone cameras will also provide good results. Examples of fields where DSLR cameras give good results and can also be extended to smart-phone cameras include: fruit identification and quality control, material classification [10], artwork imaging [11, 14], printing industry [12], medical imaging [13], or distinguishing between metameric pairs [10]. A pair is called metameric if they match in color under the same type of illuminant, but if the illuminant is changed the match in color doesn’t hold true anymore, due to the different spectral reflectance that the pairs have[16]. An example of usage for smartphones in distinguishing metamerism might be in the leather industry: a customer wants to buy a leather jacket and matching pair of shoes. The items might look color-wise the same in the shop, but under a different environment where the illuminant is changed the items will look different. In such a case we see the importance of having spectral information of the objects so we can ascertain if the color of jacket and the shoe are the same. The smart-phone through its camera and processing system can be used to obtain an estimate of the spectral reflectance and thus a solution to the problem. This allows spectral imaging in the pocket of every user of mobile devices.

1.2 Research Objective

RGB camera devices are generally considered metameric imaging devices, in opposition to spectral imaging which uses a high number of spectral channels, ranging from values higher than there to several hundred, depending on the applications [17]. Metameric imaging is considered in respect to the human visual system (HVS). The HVS uses its three types of cone receptors to process the spectral data over the visible (VIS) wavelength range of 380-780 nm in order to produce a three-channel color image. This image is considered metameric because, independent on the type of the illuminant, the same color response is produced in the three integrated channels. The same can said about a color RGB camera where we obtain the same image color output from a variety of illuminants [17]. Because of this we can
assert that the RGB camera was not built with the idea of recovering spectral information but rather for obtaining an image that is visually pleasant for the observer [18]. Furthermore due to a short number of spectral bands with broad bandwidth and the need for aprioric data information, RGB devices are not perfectly suitable for measuring spectral information. However due to the rapid development of new technologies in color cameras and also a broad number of reflectance estimation techniques, the RGB devices provide a practical, inexpensive and fast solution in recovering spectral information.

Figure 2 Electromagnetic Spectrum [19]

In the field of spectral imaging and color engineering many reflectance estimation models have been introduced. These models usually use the “raw” camera output data from the DSLR cameras, which is the direct sensor response and has not been subjected to any processing type. This approach provides good results, as seen in [10-14]. In most cases though, the digital output of the mobile camera is not a raw file but rather is stored as JPEG or TIFF data files, and each channel of the red, green, blue is obtained through an image processing engine. This type of data is quite different from the raw, unaltered data, as it suffers from many post-processing steps such as: white balance, color interpolation, color correction, gamma correction, color space conversion, saturation enhancement, compression, etc. [21-24]. Figure 3 provides a clear view of the digital camera signal processing pipeline and the most common steps required in obtaining the digital image. Few studies have considered the current mobile BSI camera sensors and its JPEG output files and studied its utility in terms of spectral recovery. There is however studies showing use of previous generation of mobile cameras [15, 25, 10, 82-86].
Questions are raised concerning how the steps involved in the making of a digital image affect reflectance estimation models. For this, four smartphone cameras, two DSLR cameras and one simple commercial digital camera were used for testing. The estimation methods employed were: linear fitting via least square (also known as the pseudo-inverse method [26, 27, 29, 30, 31 and 32], or simply as linear Wiener estimation method [14]) and an improvement of the first by using multivariate polynomial fitting via least squares [28, 32].

Further related questions:

Question 1: Why do we choose a professional DSLR instead of a simple mobile phone camera, or a simple daily usage camera, in terms of reflectance estimation?

Question 2: What type of reflectance estimation models can be used?

Question 3: Are the image processing steps important factors?

Question 4: Is the level of compression an important factor?

Question 5: Spectral imaging in your pocket?

By answering these questions the thesis intends to provide a study in the practicality and usefulness of the information obtained as output from the smart-phone RGB camera compared to the raw data information used from DSLR cameras in terms of spectral imaging estimates and it will be used to provide a basis in future applications such mobile imaging in artworks, cultural heritage, medical imaging, etc.

1.3 Outline and Contents of the thesis

The thesis is structured in six chapters, including the introduction chapter. Chapters two and three include literature review and theoretical backgrounds. Chapter two reviews the mechanism of how the human vision works and its importance to conventional imaging. Also discussed are sensors in digital cameras with focus on the current sensors in smartphones. Spectral imaging and its importance is also presented in this chapter. Chapter three describes spectral estimation techniques such as Wiener estimation method, linear estimation method and multivariate polynomial method via least squares. Also different spectral metrics are discussed. Furthermore JPEG compression algorithm is also presented. Chapter four presents data
acquisition devices, acquisition setups employed in the current work also data preprocessing methods. Chapter five presents the main results of the work and also discussion upon the results is ensured. The final chapter of the thesis is Chapter six where conclusions are drawn and future work is presented.
2. Literature Review

2.1 Human Vision
In this chapter mechanism of the human eye and visual perception are presented as the human vision system is considered a base for conventional imaging.

Light is radiation in the form of electromagnetic waves that make vision possible to the human eye. Human eye is sensitive only to a narrow band of the electromagnetic spectrum, the visible spectrum having the spectral range between 380 to 780 nm [67].

Structure of the human eye is presented in Figure 4. Human eye is of a sphere like shape of about 24 mm in diameter. The corresponding components are cornea, aqueous humor, iris, pupil, lens, vitreous humor, retina and optic nerve. Incoming light falls onto the cornea, which is then partially refracted before reaching the lens. The quantity of light that reaches further on is restrained by the iris. The lens has the role of focusing the image. Once the light has passed it reaches then the retina. The retina contains two types of light sensitive cells, the rods and the cones. The rods perceive brightness or darkness in relatively dark environments, and cones perceive color in relatively bright environments. The names ‘rods’ and ‘cones’ are derived from the shapes of the cells. There are three types of cone cells, present in the ratio of about 32:16:1, which responds to long-, medium- and short-wavelength light, respectively. [67]. Attached to the light sensitive cells are nerve endings, which are named collectively the optic nerve. This passes the information collected at this point to the brain for interpretation.

Figure 4 Structure of human eye [68]

The human eye can see an object in direct sunlight or at night without moonlight. In order to be able to accustom the eye over such a wide range of illuminance, the pupil
adjusts the quantity of light reaching the retina by varying its size. Thus the change in pupil diameter is insufficient for full control of the quantity of light. Accordingly, the rods and cones share the function by changing the responsivity of the retina. In a relatively bright environment, the cones alone function to give what is called photopic vision. In a relatively dark environment, the rods alone function to realize what is called scotopic vision. In environments having an intermediate brightness between photopic vision and scotopic vision, both the cones and the rods function to provide what is called mesopic vision [67, 69, 70].

In human vision system the colors are sensed by three types of cones named L, M, S. The cones are maximally sensitive to long (red type of light), medium (green type of light) or short (blue type of light) wavelengths of light [72]. The wavelength response curves of the LMS are shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Long, Medium and Short cone responses](image)

Responses of the cones can be precisely modeled by a linear system defined as the spectral sensitivities of the cones, under a fixed set of viewing conditions [73]. If spectral power distribution of incident light is given by function \( f(\lambda) \), the linear model containing the cone responses is given by the following equation:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N} \int_{\lambda_{\text{min}}}^{\lambda_{\text{max}}} S_i(\lambda) f(\lambda) d\lambda = 0, \\
i \in \{1, 2, 3\}
\]

(2.1)

, where \( S_i(\lambda) \) represents the spectral sensitivity function of the ith type cone, \( \lambda_{\text{min}}, \lambda_{\text{max}} \) represent the minimum and maximum wavelength.

If N uniform wavelengths are sampled over the visible region range then the model will be:
\[ c = \int_{\lambda_i}^{N} S_i(\lambda_i) f(\lambda_i) d\lambda \]
\[ i \in \{1, 2, 3\} \]

, where \( \lambda_i \) is the uniformly spaced wavelength.

## 2.2 Digital Camera Sensors

The process of creating a digital image is very similar to that of human visual system in that both respond to light and in particular images. Thus light, reflected from an object, enters the camera and passes through a set of lens. The lens focuses the light into a set of sensor and filter (such as the Bayer filter), after which the light is recorded electronically. Therefore in the process of creating a digital image the sensor plays an important role.

This chapter presents operating principles of two of the most used sensor type in digital cameras namely: CCD and CMOS image sensors. Also focus in this chapter is given to BSI type sensors as they represent presently the most used sensors in today’s smartphone cameras. [57-60]

### 2.2.1 CCD sensor

The Charged Coupled Device (CCD) was invented in 1970 by Willard Boyle and George Smith at Bell Laboratories, USA [64].

A CCD is an electrical device that is used to create images of objects, store information (analogous to the way a computer stores information), or transfer electrical charge (as part of larger device). It receives as input light from an object or an electrical charge. The CCD takes this optical or electronic input and converts it into an electronic signal - the output. The electronic signal is then processed by some other equipment and/or software to either produce an image or to give the user valuable information [63].

CCDs are integrated circuits (ICs), that allow light to fall on the silicon chip (or die) a small glass window is inserted in front of the chip. Conventional ICs are usually encapsulated in a black plastic body to primarily provide mechanical strength, but this also shields them from light, which can affect their normal operation. CCDs are manufactured using metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) fabrication techniques, and each pixel can be thought of as a MOS capacitor that converts photons (light) into electrical charge, and stores the charge prior to readout [64].

Each pixel that makes up a CCD is essentially a MOS capacitor. There are usually two types of MOS capacitors: surface channel and buried channel. The two differ only slightly in their fabrication. However buried channel capacitors offer major advantages, and because of this, nearly all CCDs manufactured today use this preferred structure. A schematic cross section of a buried channel capacitor is shown in Figure 6. The device is typically built on a p-type silicon substrate with an n-type layer formed on the surface. A thin silicon dioxide layer is grown followed by a metal
electrode (or gate). The application of a positive voltage to the electrode reverse biases the p-n junction and this causes a potential well to form in the n-type silicon directly below the electrode. Incident light generates electron-hole pairs in the depletion region, and due to the applied voltage, the electrons migrate upwards into the n-type silicon layer and are trapped in the potential well. The buildup of negative charge is thus directly proportional to the level of incident light. Once the exposure time has elapsed, the charge trapped in the potential well is transferred out of the CCD before being converted to an equivalent digital value [65].

![Diagram of a buried channel capacitor CCD pixel]

**Figure 6 Buried channel capacitor CCD pixel [65]**

### 2.2.2 CMOS sensor

Complementary metal oxide semiconductor or (CMOS) are another type of image sensors used in digital cameras. They first appeared in 1993 through the work of Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) which produced a CMOS sensor with a performance comparable to scientific-grade CCDs [66].

Similar to CCDs, CMOS sensors are also comprised of light sensitive elements, which, like CCDs, are formed from a grid of light sensitive elements, each capable of producing an electrical signal/charge proportional to the incident light. However, the process of achieving this is very different in the CMOS sensor compared to the CCD sensor type. Previously we noticed that, a CCD pixel is formed from a biased p-n junction that creates a potential well in which charge accumulates during the integration period. CMOS pixel makes use of a photodiode, a capacitor and up to three transistors. Prior to the start of the integration period, the capacitor will be charged to some known voltage. When the integration period begins, the charge on the capacitor is allowed to slowly drain away through the photodiode, the rate of drain
being directly proportional to the level of incident light. At the end of the integration period, the charge remaining in the capacitor is read out and digitized [65].

Figure 7 shows an example of an active pixel and also graphs of voltage vs. time taken from various points within the pixel [65].

![Active CMOS Pixel Structure](image)

**Figure 7 Active CMOS pixel structure [65]**

### 2.2.3 BSI sensors

Demand for improved resolution in imaging systems has grown in fields such as machine vision and industrial imaging industries.

Until recently, because of the way chips are manufactured, most camera sensors have captured light at the bottom, from underneath layers of interconnections. The reason for this was the lower costs associated with their high-volume manufacturing compatibility. Manufacturers were compelled to reduce the pixel size, in order to keep cost constraints to a minimum, thus limiting the performance of image sensors. This is the main reason why the early market in smartphone cameras included mainly front illuminated sensors [57].

The recent introduction of Back-Illuminated Sensors (BSI) has made it possible to build sensors with the photo-receptive facing the light. The main advertised advantage is increased low-light performance. This technology has shown promise regarding the improvement of digital photos and video on consumer goods ranging from basic cameras to SLRs [59].

The main idea behind these new sensors is that they eliminate the light blocked by the electronic parts in order to improve the clarity of the image. Sony and Nikon have been backing BSI technology since 2009 by including the Exmor R back-illuminated CMOS sensor in several of their products [58].
Presently, the structure of the image sensors is similar in structure with human and most animal eyes in the way that the photosensitive part is on the side furthest away from the light. This makes it easier to provide circulation to the energy-hungry rods and cones cells found in biological eyes while permitting easy removal of debris from the organ [60]. In the case of artificial sensors silicon is used for both the chip and the transformation of photons into electrical energy. It is therefore easy to create the photosensitive areas in the substrate silicon and stack the electronics on top while leaving openings in the wiring over each photosite (pixel) to allow light to pass through. However, as camera resolutions have increased, pixel sizes have decreased resulting in more and more of the surface area of the sensor being covered by wiring, resulting in less and less light reaching the photosites [60]. This lead to a need to find a way to move the photosensitive region to the top of the chip, allowing it to gather more light. Optimized back-illuminated sensors can extend the spectral range down to deep-UV levels while maintaining high and stable responsivity. They also improve the system’s performance by capturing more light, which improves the signal-to-noise ratio, increases the inspection speed and minimizes damaging UV exposure to delicate semiconductor devices.

As stated above, the main issue with current sensors is that a pixel is a lot more than just the photodiode as it also includes transistors and wiring for amplifying the charge, transferring it to the signal processing portion of the chip, and resetting itself between frames (Figure 8). Those electronics get placed on top of the silicon layer, partially obscuring it from the light and resulting in a well-like appearance for a typical pixel [61].

![Figure 8 Simplified diagram of a backside illuminated (BSI) pixel][61]

This naturally results in a reduced amount of light due to bouncing off the wiring and penetration angle. Typical sensor fill factors — the portion of light successfully captured — range from 30% to 80%. By contrast, a back-illuminated sensor can have a fill factor of nearly 100%. Light bouncing inside electronics can also cause other problems such as vignetting and cross-talk. Thus a design which puts the photodiodes on top is clearly desirable. Having the photosensitive area on the side of the chip facing the light also dramatically improves the angular response of the sensor [60].
The main difficulty in manufacturing sensors with the photo receptors on top comes from the fabrication process. In order to have a silicon layer on top it is necessary to build a chip the same way as a traditional front-illuminated and then place another layer of silicon substrate on top and flip the entire silicon sandwich over. After that, the original silicon base, now on top, has to be thinned to make it act as a light-sensitive layer. In order to achieve this, the back layer of a BI sensor has to be between 5-10 microns thick (less than 1% of the original thickness). Given that the wafer-thinning operation is performed as the last step, any yield loss significantly affects cost. Because the BSI wafer has been inverted, the incident light in BSI first strikes the silicon volume away from the photodiode where light may be lost from crosstalk due to diffusion to adjoining pixels or lost due to diffusion and recombination at the back interface. Blue light in particular is susceptible to this phenomenon, resulting in decreased blue QE and increased crosstalk. These issues can be addressed with the introduction of a deeper photodiode to capture the blue light and through advanced backside processing [61].

Starting with a carefully engineered silicon-on-insulator substrate, the buried oxide layer is used as a natural etch-stop to allow the ultrathin silicon to be used as a precisely controlled light collection region. This approach simplifies manufacturing significantly, improves uniformity and substantially reduces cost. Also, it allows easier scalability for wafers up to 300 mm in diameter [57].

Choosing the proper buried oxide thickness can provide the desired antireflection coating. Use of a silicon-on-insulator substrate allows room for innovative designs as well, which can offer many other benefits, including lower power and better parasitic (Figure 9). However, with most of the barriers mostly solved, it is estimated that 75% of the smartphones shipped in 2014 will come with BSI sensors [57].

Future directions in this technology go towards stacking several chips in order to create A sensors. This design would allow for a better optimization of the sensor's structure: the top chips can be used for capturing the light and those underneath can do the signal processing. Sony has already started sampling a stacked version of a BI sensor called Exmor RS. Olympus has also demonstrated how a stacked architecture
can create new possibilities. The Olympus design transfers all of the charge off the sensor at once, to the lower, shielded layer, where they can then be read out accurately [60].

2.3 Spectral imaging

Spectral imaging is a technology that provides images at multiple wavelengths and hence generates precise optical spectra at every pixel. Spectral imaging is a growing field, made possible through the new developments in technology such as in new detectors, optics, and spectral imaging techniques. A variety of technologies are now available for use and spectral imaging is a well established technique. [80]

A great deal of attention is given to spectral imaging lately and this is due to the numerous applications areas where spectral information is needed. The primary application for spectral imaging was in the area of remote sensing and terrestrial military. Nowadays however spectral imaging is used in different type of domains such environmental monitoring, material analysis, computer vision and industrial quality control. Also spectral information was used in medical imaging such as to analyze skin color, to simulate adaptation in the human vision system or to improve color reproduction of electronic endoscopes. Furthermore we see spectral imaging used in cultural heritage as it is a noninvasive type of approach [81].

2.3.1 Spectral Imaging Devices

There are different approaches for obtaining spectral images. One approach acquires a sequence of images at different wavelengths. This can be implemented by using multiple-position filter wheel containing absorption filters coupled with a monochrome camera [6]. Another approach captures the spectrum by scanning line the line the imaged object, where each line contains the complete spectrum. This type of implementation requires an imaging spectrograph coupled to a monochrome camera. The whole spectral imaged is obtained after the object is scanned completely either by moving the object or either by moving the spectral device in small increments. [7]

Other approaches include liquid crystal tunable filters (LCTF) coupled with a monochrome camera which uses electronically controlled liquid crystal elements to select and transmitted wavelength range of interest while blocking all others [5].

Even more another approach in retrieving the spectral image can be the usage of acousto-optical tunable filter (AOTF) is an electronic dispersive device based on the principle of interaction between an ordinary ray (o-ray), an extraordinary ray (e-ray), and a traveling acoustic wave in a birefringent crystal [5]

2.3.2 Structure of Spectral Image

Normal spectral imaging color is captured by using three primary colors. Color in a digital camera is captured through a color filter array (CFA). Conventional CFA is represented by a three color Bayer filter, where each color is formed through red, green and blue filters [53, 54].
In the case of spectral imaging, each pixel contains a color spectrum with tens, or hundreds of color channels. When considering the case of normal digital images, the spectral image contains information from the visible part of the spectrum, ranging from the 400-700 nm range.

![Spectral Image Data Set (Cube)](image)

Figure 10 Structure of a spectral image [62]

The RGB image contains three gray scale channel images which are acquired through three filters. The spectral image however contains multiple gray scale channel images, which can be visualized in the form of a "data-cube", where each gray scale image represents spatial information at a specific wavelength (Figure 13). Hence when the spectral image is captured by considering the visible spectral range from the 400 to 700 nm region by 10 nm steps, the image consists of 31 different gray scale channel images.
3. Methodology

3.1 Spectral Estimation Methods

Literature has provided many kinds of spectral estimation methods in order to reproduce the spectra from three-band or from multispectral images. A small classification divides these methods into two categories [26] or three categories [27], where the pseudo-inverse model is considered as the third category. The first two categories include: Wiener estimation model, which minimizes the mean square errors (MSEs) between the real measured spectral reflectance and the estimated reflectance spectra, and the second is the finite-dimensional linear model, where the spectral reflectance is represented as linear combination of ortho-normal basis vectors.

Wiener estimation model requires three matrixes: the autocorrelation matrix of spectral reflectance, the spectral sensitivity of the camera sensor and the system noise, in order to recover the spectral reflectance. The system noise and the autocorrelation matrix represent a crucial point in characterizing the efficiency of the estimation as seen in [34].

The finite-dimensional linear model takes advantage of the representation of the linear model, where the spectral reflectance is represented as a weighted sum of a set of basis functions, which can be obtained by applying principal component analysis (PCA) to an aprioric set of known spectra. [27]

The above model types require prior knowledge of the spectral sensitivities and the spectral power distribution (SPD) of the illumination. Measuring these spectral characteristics accurately is not a straightforward task, thus development of new estimation methods appeared. Such is the linear estimation model via least squares also known as the pseudo-inverse model, which is a modification of the Wiener estimation model that uses regression analysis between the known spectral reflectance’s and the sensor responses. Imai-Berns model represents another model that doesn’t assume prior knowledge of the spectral sensitivities and the SPD of the illumination. It also uses regression analysis between the output of the sensor and the weight column vectors for the ortho-normal basis vectors. [26]

Digital camera devices capture the spectrum by filtering the incoming color signal through a set of color filters [29]. Mathematically the interaction between the spectrum of the object, illumination and the digital camera can be modeled as follows:

$$P_i = \int R(\lambda) E(\lambda) S_i(\lambda) d\lambda + e_i$$

$$i = 1, ..., m$$

(3.1)
, where \( P_i(x, y) \) represents the response of the digital, \( R(x, y; \lambda) \) is the spectral reflectance of an object, \( E(\lambda) \) is the spectral power distribution of the illuminant, \( S_i(\lambda) \) represents the spectral camera sensitivity of the \( i^{th} \) camera channel, \( e_i \) is the camera system noise and \( \lambda \) is denoted as the wavelength variable. In practice, we have only three camera channels in a digital camera, namely the Red, Green and Blue channel, thus the \( m \) in equation 1 is equal to three.

### 3.1.1 Wiener estimation

Considering the case of the digital camera, the spectral reflectance of the image object is sampled uniformly at \( n \) intervals in the spectral range of 400 to 700 nm. Equation 1 can be more easily represented in a vector and matrix form as:

\[
x = SEr + e
\]

, where \( x \) is the camera response vector in a \( 3 \times 1 \) column vector form, \( r \) is an \( n \times 1 \) element column vector defined as \( r = (R(\lambda_1), ..., R(\lambda_n))^T \) and denotes the spectral reflectance of the objects, \( S \) is the spectral sensitivities matrix defined by a \( 3 \times n \) matrix, \( E \) represents a \( n \times n \) matrix corresponding to the illuminants SPD, and \( e \) is the \( 3 \times 1 \) column vector denoting the noise. The noise is considered to be coming not only from the sensors but also the measurement errors of the spectral characteristics of the sensor, illumination and spectral reflectance. [26]

Reconstructing the \( r \) spectrum from the camera responses involves using aprioric information of the sensors, illumination and the reflectances of objects. This aprioric information is used so that the model learns from these in order to provide an estimation of the original \( r \) spectrum.

Let \( M = SE \) be a simpler representation of the product of the spectral sensitivity of the camera and the SPD of the illumination.

The solution in reconstructing the reflectance spectrum is finding an estimation matrix \( W \) that minimizes the mean square error of the Euclid norm of \( E\{\|r - WX\|\} \), where \( E\{\cdot\} \) is defined as the expectation.

Matrix \( W \) is defined as:

\[
W = R_{SS}M^T \left( MR_{SS}M^T + R_{EE} \right)^{-1}
\]

(3.3)

where

\[
R_{SS} = E\{rr^T\}, \quad R_{EE} = E\{ee^T\}
\]

(3.4)
In equation 3.3 and equation 3.4 $T$ represents the transpose of a matrix, $R_{SS}$ is the autocorrelation matrix of the spectral reflectance of the test or learning samples and $R_{EE}$ represents the autocorrelation matrix of noise. If the autocorrelation matrices are equal to the actual autocorrelation matrices of noise and spectral reflectance, then the value of the MSE will be minimized [26]. Unfortunately this doesn’t stand true because prior knowledge of noise is usually not available, and it is usually guessed.

The recovered spectrum has the form:

$$\hat{r} = WX$$

The solution for Wiener estimation model involves the usage of aprioric knowledge which makes this method quite difficult. In a practical case, a more elegant solution is offered by the linear model via least squares fitting that recovers the spectral reflectance without the prior knowledge of the spectral sensitivities of the sensors and the SPD of the illumination [26].

### 3.1.2 Linear model via least squares fitting

The linear model via least squares represents a simple solution which is to build a mapping from camera responses to reflectance in order to minimize the least square error for a training set of known reflectance functions with known camera responses [41].

Thus we have a training set:

$$S = \{(x_i, y_i), x_i \in \mathbb{R}^3, y_i \in \mathbb{R}^n, i = 1...m\}$$

This training set consists of the pairs of vectors corresponding to the camera responses $x_i$ and the spectral reflectance $y_i$. The traditional setting method is characterized as estimating a set of three-dimensional scalar-valued functions as

$$y_i = f_i(x),$$

$$i = 1...n$$

, where $y_i$ represents the reflectance at wavelength.

With every new set of camera responses $x$ the reflectance is estimated by the associated functions $f_1(x), f_2(x),..., f_n(x)$. [27]

In the studied case there are only three channels corresponding to the camera responses, namely the red, green and blue channels. The input vector now becomes:
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\[ x = (R, G, B)^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

In practical cases \( x \) includes the constant variable 1, thus the input vector has the form:

\[ x = (R, G, B, 1)^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

Given the input vector \( x \) we have the linear form:

\[ f(x) = \langle w, x \rangle \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

The solution of \( w \) is searched so that the mean square error of the following is minimized:

\[ L(f, S) = \| r - Xw \|^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

where \( X \) represents an \( m \times 4 \) matrix having each row as expressed in eq. and where \( r \) represents the reflectance vector, both \( X \) and \( r \) coming from the training set [27].

The solution for will have the form:

\[ \hat{v} = (X^T X)^{-1} X^T r \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

where \( \hat{v} \) is the estimated spectral reflectance.

The estimates obtained in equation 3.13 and equation 3.6 are different because the estimates of the correlation and that of the noise are different [29].

3.1.3 Polynomial model via least squares fitting

The linear model can be extended to a nonlinear case by employing the polynomial spread of the camera responses. [27, 28]

The once linear function transforms to a nonlinear functions as:

\[ f(x) = \langle w, \Psi^q(x) \rangle \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.14)

where the \( \Psi^q(x) \) represents the input values now having the polynomial spread to the \( q \)th degree of the polynomial terms.

The solution in this case will have the form:
\[ \hat{v} = \left( P^T P \right)^{-1} P^T r \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

where \( \hat{v} \) is the estimated spectral reflectance and \( P \) is a matrix having each row an input vector of \( \Psi^q(x_i) \).

### 3.1.4 Special considerations

Because of the large amount of information present in the data-cube, the storage size of a spectral image is quite high amounting to hundreds of megabytes or even gigabytes. This can pose a problem when considering creating an application for a smartphone that retrieves and stores the spectral data. Therefore special consideration needs to be given for this. Usually, the spectral image data-cube is saved to user specific binary formats, or different compression methods are used like PCA in order to reduce dimensionality [54-56].

Another fact to consider is also memory allocation, as estimation methods work using large matrices in order to construct the data cube. There has to be a good balance between correct allocation of memory resources and time spent in obtaining the spectral image. So considering the case of a 20 megabit sensor we will have a 4000x5000x3 RGB image. When transforming it to a spectral image considering the visible range of 400-700nm with 5 nm sampling we will get 4000x5000x61 data cube. This occupies roughly more than 1Gb of memory space. Reducing dimensions of the spectral image data cube can be done by choosing an optimal sampling. This is of course illuminant [79] and application dependent. Also as previously mentioned reducing the spectral data can be done by different compression methods like PCA.

### 3.2 Spectral metrics

In order to measure the distance between the original spectral reflectance and the estimated spectral reflectance two different spectral metrics were used: goodness of fit coefficient (GFC) and root mean square error (RMSE). These metrics are good for distinguishing between metamers. However they do not consider human vision [40].

#### 3.2.1 Goodness of fit coefficient (GFC)

In order to evaluate the goodness of the mathematical reconstruction, the GFC is used which is based on Schwartz inequality:

\[ GFC = \frac{\left| \sum_i R_m(\lambda_i) R_e(\lambda_i) \right|}{\sqrt{\left[ \sum_i [R_m(\lambda_i)]^2 \right] \left[ \sum_i [R_e(\lambda_i)]^2 \right]}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.16)

where, \( R_m(\lambda_i) \) represents the original measured spectral reflectance at wavelength \( (\lambda_i) \) and \( R_e(\lambda_i) \) represents the estimated spectral reflectance at wavelength \( (\lambda_i) \).
The GFC coefficient takes values ranging from 0 to 1, with the value 1 having the meaning that the estimate represents the exact spectra of the original. For colorimetric accuracy $R_c(\lambda)$ needs the GFC to be higher than 0.995. For good spectral fit the GFC needs to be $GFC \geq 0.999$ and $GFC \geq 0.9999$ is considered as almost perfect fit. [35-39]

3.2.2 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

RMSE represents another way of computing the differences between the original spectra and the estimated spectra. As the name implies it gives the squared error loss by calculating the square root of mean square error [35-39].

$$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left| R_m(\lambda) - R_e(\lambda) \right|^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.17)

Where $R_m(\lambda)$ represents the original spectra and $R_e(\lambda)$ represents the estimated spectra and N is the number of elements in the spectra.

3.2.3 CIELAB Color Difference

Psychophysical experiments have shown that the human eye’s sensitivity to light is not linear [50]. The RGB and also the XYZ color spaces defined by the CIE (International Commission on Illumination) are linearly related to the spectral power distribution of the colored light. When changing the tristimulus values XYZ (or RGB) of a color stimulus, the observer will perceive a difference in color only after a certain amount, equal to the Just Noticeable Difference (JND). [50] In both RGB and XYZ spaces the JND depends on the location in the color spaces. In order to address this CIELAB space was proposed in 1976 by CIE, having the quantities: [51]

$$L^* = 116 f \left( \frac{Y}{Y_n} \right) - 16$$

$$a^* = 500 \left[ f \left( \frac{X}{X_n} \right) - f \left( \frac{Y}{Y_n} \right) \right]$$

$$b^* = 500 \left[ f \left( \frac{Y}{Y_n} \right) - f \left( \frac{Z}{Z_n} \right) \right]$$

$$f \left( \frac{K}{K_n} \right) = \left( \frac{K}{K_n} \right)^3 \quad \text{if} \quad \frac{K}{K_n} > \left( \frac{24}{116} \right)^3$$

$$f \left( \frac{K}{K_n} \right) = \left( \frac{841}{108} \right) \left( \frac{K}{K_n} \right) + \frac{16}{116} \quad \text{if} \quad \frac{K}{K_n} \leq \left( \frac{24}{116} \right)^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.19)
where $K$ can be each of the three tristimulus values $X, Y, Z$ and $X_n, Y_n, Z_n$ represent the tristimulus values of a perfect reflecting diffuser under the same illuminant. The values are normalized so that $Y_n = 100$.

$L^*$ represents the lightness of a color going from a scale of 0 (black) to 100 (white). Chromaticity can be represented on a 2D diagram where $a^*$ is the degree of red versus green and $b^*$ is degree of yellow versus blue.

CIELAB color difference is defined in the CIELAB color space system as the Euclidean distance between two color stimuli with the following equation [46, 47, 51]:

$$
\Delta E^* = \sqrt{(\Delta L^*)^2 + (\Delta a^*)^2 + (\Delta b^*)^2}
$$

(3.20)

$$
\Delta L^* = L_1^* - L_2^*
\Delta a^* = a_1^* - a_2^*
\Delta b^* = b_1^* - b_2^*
$$

(3.21)

Practical interpretations of $\Delta E^*$ can be found in tables in the works of Hardeberg et al [49] and Abrado et al [48], and can be seen in tables below:

Table 1 Interpretation of CIELAB color difference by Abrado et al [48]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta E$</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Limit of perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>Very good quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>Good quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>Sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>Insufficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Interpretation of CIELAB color difference by Hardeberg et al [49]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta E$</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;3</td>
<td>Hardly perceptible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.4 CIEDE2000 Color difference

CIEDE2000 is a CIE recommended color difference formula, which includes new terms to improve the predicted color difference in the blue region and for neutral colors, for pairs of samples with small to moderate color differences [52]. CIEDE2000 is based on the CIELAB color space. Given a pair of color values in CIELAB space \( \{L^*, a^*, b^*\}_i \), the CIEDE2000 color difference between them is calculated using the equation:

\[
\text{CIEDE2000} = \sqrt{\left( \frac{\Delta L}{k_L S_L} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta C}{k_c S_c} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta H}{k_h S_h} \right)^2 + R_7 \left( \frac{\Delta \tilde{C}}{k_c S_c} \right) \left( \frac{\Delta \tilde{H}}{k_h S_h} \right)}
\]  

(3.22)

3.3 JPEG compression

As previously mentioned the output of the majority of commercial digital cameras is presented in different formats rather than the direct sensor output. Usual formats that can be found imply some form of compression such as JPEG data type, PNG data type or TIFF data type.

Smartphone cameras also include as the main form of output JPEG type images. Newer generation of camera sensors are being developed such to allow access to the RAW information. Currently only the Nokia PureView technology allows the direct sensor output [75]. However still the main form as output remains the JPEG image as it represents a storage cost effective compression method that discards information that the human eye cannot easily see.

JPEG is the international standard for the effective compression of the still digital images. It includes specifications for both lossless and lossy compression algorithm. JPEG lossy standard was designed with the consideration to diminish the high frequency component of the image frame that human eye cannot detect easily. This was done due to the fact that human vision detects better changes in the light intensity rather than changes in color space. JPEG standard tends to be more aggressive towards the compression of the color-part (chrominance) of the image instead of the gray-scale part of the image. Compression in JPEG is realized mainly due to the quantization effect, which when implemented results in the loss of part of the image information and hence degradation of image quality occurs [74].
Figure 10 presents the steps involved in implementing the JPEG encoder. The first step involves transforming the image to an appropriate luminance/chrominance color space such as YCbCr space. The grayscale, low frequency component Y contains the luminance information of the image to which human eyes are sensitive. The other channels Cb and Cr are chrominance channels that contain the high frequency color information to which human eyes are not sensitive in the blue and red region. As the chrominance channels contain less relevant information they are usually subsampled. Typical patterns (as seen in Figure 11) include subsampling the chrominance channel in vertical direction (4:2:2), or horizontal direction (4:4:0) or both (4:2:0) [76]. All processing after this is done on each channel individually.

Next, the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied (having the mathematical form expressed in Equation 3.23), where the spatial form of the image is now converted to a frequency domain representation so that it is a more convenient to discard the high frequency components that. In the resulting 8x8 matrix after the DCT, the coefficient with zero frequency is called the DC coefficient, while the rest 63 are called AC coefficients [78].
\[ F(u, v) = \frac{1}{4} C(u) C(v) \left( \sum_{x=0}^{7} \sum_{y=0}^{7} f(x, y) \times \cos \left( \frac{(2x+1)u\pi}{16} \right) \times \cos \left( \frac{(2y+1)v\pi}{16} \right) \right) \]

\[ f(x, y) = \frac{1}{4} \left( \sum_{u=0}^{7} \sum_{v=0}^{7} C(u) C(v) F(u, v) \times \cos \left( \frac{(2x+1)u\pi}{16} \right) \times \cos \left( \frac{(2y+1)v\pi}{16} \right) \right) \]

, where

\[ C(u), C(v) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} & \text{for } u, v = 0 \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

After this follows the most important step in the JPEG compression, namely the quantization, as it is the principal source of lossiness. This is done by dividing each of the DCT coefficients by a quantization table and then rounding the result. Thus the high frequency DCT coefficients are quantized more heavily, in comparison with the low frequency coefficients, as the play a smaller role in the image representation and cannot be easily perceived by human eyes. Quantization tables are defined as user specific. [78]

After quantization, the DC coefficient is treated separately from the 63 AC coefficients. The DC coefficient is a measure of the average value of the 64 image samples. The DC coefficient is encoded as the difference from the DC term of the previous block in the encoding order. After all of the quantized coefficients are ordered into the “zig-zag” sequence. This ordering helps to facilitate entropy coding by placing low-frequency before high-frequency coefficients [77].

The final processing step is entropy coding. This step achieves additional compression losslessly by encoding the quantized DCT coefficients more compactly based on their statistical characteristics. The JPEG proposal specifies two entropy coding methods - arithmetic coding and Huffman coding, where the latter is used in baseline sequential JPEG encoding [77].
In order to decode the JPEG compressed data, the JPEG decoder is needed. This basically reiterates all the mentioned processing steps in a reverse order (as seen in Figure 12). Thus we will have an entropy decoder, a dequantizer, and an Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) that will reconstruct the image data.
4 Measurements

4.1 Data acquisition

4.1.1 Specim ImSpector (V10E)
In order to capture the true reflectance of the mentioned samples the Specim ImSpector (V10E) spectrograph was used.

The Specim ImSpector V8E [43] (Figure 14) is designed for the VIS wavelength range. This spectrograph provides a straightforward, high performance and cost-effective method of integration in machine vision systems. When combined with scientific grayscale CCD or CMOS cameras, the combination provides a line-scan Spectral Imaging device. In this study the latter case was considered. An imaging spectrometer instrument (or spectral imaging instrument), based on an imaging spectrograph such as this one can be defined as an instrument capable of simultaneously measuring the optical spectrum components and the spatial location of an object surface.

As key features of the device, we can list the following:

- Spectral range: 400-1000nm
- Spectral resolution of 2.8 nm (with 30 μm slit).
- Spatial resolution: rms spot radius <9 μm.
- No astigmatism.
- Numerical aperture F/2.4.
- Optical input: Telecentric
- Efficiency over 50% (independent of polarization).

![Specim ImSpector (V10E) spectrograph](image)

Figure 14 Specim ImSpector (V10E) spectrograph [44]
The combination of the spectrograph and CCD sensor as line scanning camera provides as output, a 2D spectral image data-cube, which is obtained after the target is scanned line by line in one spatial direction.

**Measurement setup**

The geometry used was a variation of the standard $45/0$ geometry. In this case, the setup is composed by two incandescent lamps placed equidistantly from the sample, at 45 degrees angle from the sample's normal in the vertical direction (as seen in Figure 15). Then, the spectral signal coming from the sample's surface enters through an optical system which then splits it: one ray entering ImSpector V10E and the other one entering another spectral line camera. This second device is not considered in this study.

![Figure 15 Measurement setup for ImSpect V10E](image)

**Device calibration**

Prior to taking the measurements device calibration was done.

First a saturation check of the sensor was performed, which translates into setting specific exposure time. As such a white diffuse reference sample was introduced and the appropriate exposure time was selected. The exposure time considered for the ImSpector V10E was 58 ms.

Also the raw images acquired by the camera had to be pre-processed to correct for the measurement deficiencies inherent to the acquisition system. The corrections needed are:

- A dark current correction (a dark current image is taken $Dark_{im}$)
- A detector calibration, performed by measuring the mentioned white diffuse reference sample $White_{im}$.

The final image is calculated from the captured image $Im_{captured}$ and the two compensation images according to the following equation [45]:

$$Im_{final} = Im_{captured} - Dark_{im} + White_{im}$$
\[ \text{Im}_{\text{final}} = \frac{\text{Im}_{\text{captured}} - \text{Dark}_{im}}{\text{White}_{im} - \text{Dark}_{im}} \] (4.1)

After the image data cube was created, spectral patch corresponding to each individual sample was selected. From each patch the spectral reflectance of the sample was obtained by averaging all the spectral reflectances corresponding to each pixel in the patch. Also the spectral range of the measurement was shortened from a range of 400-1000nm to the visible range of 400-700nm with a sampling rate of 10nm.

### 4.1.2 RGB cameras

Capturing the RGB data which will be further used in the estimation methods was done using seven digital cameras. These comprised four smartphone cameras, two DSLR cameras and one simple commercial digital camera.

Table 3 shows some key figures of the cameras. It is important to notice that all the smartphone cameras and the commercial digital camera considered have a back-illuminated CMOS sensor, while the DSLR come with simple CCD and CMOS sensors. The BSI CMOS type sensors were considered in the smartphone cameras by manufactures in order to improve to light sensitivity incident to the small sensors. Other features presented in the table include camera resolution, focal length, aperture and camera image formats. All the cameras considered have the ability to capture JPEG type of image formats, while obtaining the RAW type data is possible just for the DSLR and one mobile camera, namely the one belonging to the Nokia 1520.

**Table 3 RGB digital camera devices used**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camera</th>
<th>Sensor type</th>
<th>Sensor size (inch)</th>
<th>Sensor pixel size (µm)</th>
<th>Camera full resolution (megapixels)</th>
<th>Focal length of system (mm)</th>
<th>Optical F/# Aperture</th>
<th>Camera image formats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iphone 5S</td>
<td>CMOS BSI</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1.5x1.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>f/2.2</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC One</td>
<td>CMOS BSI</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>2x2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>f/2.0</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S2+</td>
<td>CMOS BSI</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>f/2.6</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympus TG1</td>
<td>CMOS BSI</td>
<td>1/2.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>f/2.0-f/4.9</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Nokia 1520**
- CMOS: BSI
- 1/2.5
- 1.12x1.12
- 20
- 26
- f/2.4
- JPEG, 10 bit RAW

**Nikon D80**
- CCD: 23.6x15.8 millimeter
- -
- 10
- -
- f/3.5-f/5.6
- JPEG, TIFF, 12 bit RAW

**Nikon D800**
- CMOS: 35.9x24 millimeter
- 0
- 36
- -
- f/3.5-f/5.6
- JPEG, TIFF, 14 bit RAW

### Measurement setup

The RGB images were captured in the light booth using a D65 illumination, and the surround was kept dark. The geometry considered was 45/0, where the samples were illuminated at a 45 degree angle, while the measurements of the samples were captured at a 0 degree angle (as seen in Figure 16). The geometry was chosen so that the specular components of the samples did not appear in the images.

When capturing the images some parameters were fixed such as the ISO set to 100 (in the HTC One case this was not possible even though the setting allowed so), distance from target to 40cm and auto white balancing. Other parameters were considered inherent as it was not possible to change them such as the resolution, exposure time, and aperture. Only the DSLR cameras allowed changing aperture and exposure time, thus the values selected were so that the ratio between the exposure time and aperture was similar to the ones obtained in the mobile cameras. All numerical values can be seen in Table 4.

The images considered in tests were both JPEG and RAW in the cases where the camera allowed so.

All the parameters considered were established so that it was possible to provide similar results in the image capturing process, which will allow further on a comparison between the different devices.
Table 4 Camera parameters considered when RGB data was measured

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camera Setup</th>
<th>ISO</th>
<th>Distance from target</th>
<th>Camera full resolution (megapixels)</th>
<th>Exposure time (in sec)</th>
<th>Optical F/# Aperture</th>
<th>Camera image formats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iphone 5S</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40cm</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Auto - 1/100</td>
<td>f/2.2</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC One</td>
<td>100-160</td>
<td>40cm</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Auto - 1/107</td>
<td>f/2.0</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S2+</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40cm</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Auto - 1/27</td>
<td>f/2.6</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympus TG1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40cm</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Auto - 1/60</td>
<td>f/2.0</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40cm</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1/40</td>
<td>f/2.4</td>
<td>JPEG, 10 bit RAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikon D80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40cm</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1/20</td>
<td>f/5</td>
<td>JPEG, TIFF, 12 bit RAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikon D800</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40cm</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1/20</td>
<td>f/5</td>
<td>JPEG, TIFF, 14 bit RAW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data normalization

Before using the captured RAW images for further study, they suffered some post processing steps which include:

- Correction of noise by averaging multiple shots of object image. More specifically five images were taken of the data charts and were averaged.

- Correction of the non-uniformity of the illumination in the sensitivities of each pixel. In this process we acquired the normal image, an image of a white diffused reference sample and a dark image (by taking the image with the lens cap on). The correction is done using the formula [45]:

\[
\hat{I}_{i,j,k} = \frac{I_{i,j,k} - D_{i,j,k}}{W_{i,j,k} - D_{i,j,k}}
\]  

(4.2)
where $I_{i,j,k}$, $W_{i,j,k}$, $D_{i,j,k}$, $\hat{I}_{i,j,k}$ represent respectively the sensor response to an imaged data samples, a sensor response to the white diffused reference, the sensor response of a dark signal and a corrected sensor response of the imaged data samples for the $k^{th}$ channel and at the spatial position $(i, j)$.

**Device characterization**

In order to completely characterize the sensors of the devices used, the camera sensitivities were measured following a classical setup as seen in Figure 17.

![Camera sensitivity measurement setup](image)

The setup used for the camera sensitivity measurements consists of a GigaHertz Optik Integrating Sphere of a diameter of 500mm, a monochromator with a halogen light source, a Hamamatsu PMA11-C7473 optical fiber spectrometer and the camera imaging system. The RGB camera was placed in front of the integrating sphere at a 45 degree angle and focused inside the sphere. The sphere was illuminated with light coming from the halogen lamp impinging through the monochromator placed at a 0 degree angle. The monochromator was set to the spectral range of 380 to 700nm with a 10nm wavelength step, giving in total 33 wavelengths.

For each wavelength the radiant flux was measured with the spectrometer and a RGB image was acquired from the camera. All 33 wavelengths were measured and imaged one by one. The sensitivities were obtained by dividing the sensor response of each of the three channels with the measured radiant flux of the light. Afterwards the values were scaled by dividing to the maximum found value.

Normally the sensitivity of a camera is calculated using the RAW type file data. This is of course an important step in characterizing the cameras sensor and also represents essential information as it is needed in different estimation models, as seen in Chapter 3.
JPEG type data is not used in sensitivity measurements as it is quite different from the raw data, because it suffers from many post-processing steps such as: white balance, color interpolation, color correction, gamma correction, color space conversion, saturation enhancement, etc. Unfortunately smartphone camera manufacturers regard sensitivity characterization of a sensor as a close guarded secret therefore making it unavailable. The ability to capture raw unaltered sensor data is still not yet widely available for smartphone cameras, currently only some Nokia devices having this ability.

Therefore measuring the sensitivity from JPEG images has been performed, starting from the idea that different smart-phone camera manufacturers use different post-processing methods, this in turn allowing to obtain some usable data in terms of sensitivity measurements. This was done also in order not to limit the estimation methods that can be employed.

Results are shown in Figures 18 and 19.

Figure 18 presents camera sensitivities measured from RAW and JPEG type image from Nokia 1520, Nikon D80, and Nikon D800. As expected the results show clearly that there is a big difference from the sensitivities obtained from the RAW data and the ones obtained from the JPEG data. In case of the Nikon cameras we see that in the green region the sensitivities are lower, when obtained from the JPEG images. We also see that the blue and red regions show enhanced sensitivity when obtained from the JPEG images. This fact is also seen in the case of Nokia 1520 camera. This is of course due to post-processing block, which has the task to modify the images in order to provide the user a visual pleasant image.

Figure 18 Sensitivities obtained from RAW and JPEG type images Nikon D80, Nikon D800 and Nokia 1520
Figure 19 shows the camera sensitivities for the devices where the JPEG output was available. In this case the sensitivities have very rough shapes and fluctuating values. This can be especially seen in the HTC One case.

Results seen show, as expected, that evaluating the sensitivities from the JPEG type output of the smartphone cameras, and also DSLR cameras do not provide accurate results. This in turn means that there will a limitation in the estimation methods used for reflectance estimation. Because of this further evaluations of the smartphone devices in obtaining the spectral data will be done using just the linear fitting via least squares method and the polynomial fitting via least squares method described in Chapter 3.

4.2 Samples

To evaluate the reflectance reconstruction on the camera devices in detail, the experiments were conducted on two charts: a classical Xrite Color Checker Digital SG and natural materials chart. The Xrite Color Checker Digital SG was used to study the influences of JPEG type compression and image processing block upon reconstructing the spectra on said devices. The natural material chart was used to study how the smartphones cameras perform in terms of reflectance estimation and also to provide a comparative study of their performance against the DSLR cameras.
4.2.1 Xrite ColorChecker Digital SG chart

The ColorChecker Digital SG chart (Figure 20) includes the colors from the standard ColorChecker target, many of which represent natural objects, such as human skin tone, foliage and blue sky. Also it includes additional skin-tone reference colors for a wide variety of skin tones [41]. Out of the 140 patches of the Digital SG color checker only 96 of them were selected in the tests.

![ColorChecker Digital SG chart](image)

Figure 20 Xrite ColorChecker Digital SG

4.2.2 Natural material chart

The second sample set used for estimation of reflectances is a material chart. This was first developed as part of the Industrial Project course which had the task of waste sorting through different machine vision techniques.

The material chart is composed of 100 samples collected in Joensuu (Finland). It includes different types of newspapers, magazines, food packaging, cans, plastic bottles, caps, yoghurt cups, stones, wood, construction debris, etc. The plastic samples include several types of polymers (e.g. PP, PS, PET...), and not all of them are marked with the Plastic Identification Code (PIC).

The samples have been cut to a size of about 1 x 1 cm and have been glued on a board in a matrix fashion, having 10 rows and 10 columns. The samples were selected so as to be classified into five main classes: paper, plastic, metal, wood and stone. Each of the five main classes contain elements on two rows, therefore the first two rows correspond to the paper category, the next two rows correspond to the plastics category, etc. (as seen in Figure 21.) Also the samples were selected so as to have a flat surface in order to be more appropriate for some measurement devices.
In the experiments done samples from both charts were used as testing sets for estimation, while as training samples for estimation only the XriteColor Checker Digital SG was used.
5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Testing how JPEG compression rate affects estimation in smartphones

An important part in examining the usability of the smartphone as a pocket spectral imaging device was to study how the JPEG files that come as output for today mobile sensors affect the recovery of the spectral data. There are already evaluations that prove that RAW files provide clearly better results than JPEG files in terms of reflectance estimation [XXX]. However the study in this case was made in order to provide a better understanding on the type of situations and challenges that will allow a smartphone camera to become a pocket spectral imaging device.

In order to address this first problem an experiment was done. For this, the three cameras that allowed capturing the RAW images were used: Nikon D80, Nikon D800 and the smartphone camera Nokia 1520. The raw images were that of the Xrite Color Checker Digital SG.

From these RAW images using the JPEG algorithm presented in chapter 3.3, three JPEG files were created for each RAW image using different compression ratios based on a quality type compression: 100% quality, 75% quality and 50% quality. So in total there were 3 raw images and 9 newly created JPEG images.

When creating the JPEG quality type compressed images the main elements that lead to the compression was the (4:2:0) chroma subsampling the quantization of the DCT coefficients. In order to create the three types of quality ratios the standard quantization tables for luminance and chrominance were modified using the algorithm:

```
qf = 100;  % 75, 50 quality
if qf < 50
    qscale = floor(5000 / qf);
else
    qscale = 200 - 2 * qf;
end
qy = round(qy * qscale / 100)
qc = round(qc * qscale / 100)
```

Figure 22 shows the new quality based quantization tables that were used in creating the new images.
Once obtained the JPEG type images reflectance estimation was performed. The estimation methods employed are the ones presented in chapter 3 linear fitting via least squares and polynomial fitting via least squares. The samples used in estimating the spectral reflectance were the 96 samples of the Xrite Color Checker Digital SG. For this Leave One Out (LOO) evaluation was performed where 95 samples were used as training samples and 1 sample as test. This was done for all color chart samples.

As results are similar for all the considered devices (Nikon D800, Nikon D80 and Nokia 1520), shown next are just the results for Nokia 1520 smartphone camera, while the rest are included in Annex.

5.1.1 Results for spatial homogeneous case
Figure 23 show the RMSE wavelength-wise errors for linear fitting between the RAW and JPEG quality type images for the Nikon D80, Nikon D800 and Nokia 1520. At first glance we notice that independent of the device the RMSE wavelength-wise error maintains the same shape for both the RAW and the JPEG images. The shape of the RMSE wavelength-wise error can be easily explained by considering the sensitivity curves of the sensor used. Thus looking again at Figure 23 we see that highest error peaks correspond to the places where the sensor does not have sensitivity, such as the ends of the spectrum (beginning of the 400nm region and region from 640nm onwards), and the regions where the sensitivity of the sensor intersects (at 500nm and 570nm).
Figure 23 RMSE wavelength-wise error (Linear fit via LS) for Nokia 1520 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogeneous case).

Table 6 showing the RMSE and GFC error measures confirms the initial result that the spectral reconstruction obtained from the RAW image is very similar to the one obtained from JPEG quality scale images.

Table 5 however paints another picture. We see that from a colorimetric point of view the reflectance estimation in the case where RAW image was used provided better color difference results. While the mean color differences when using the 100% quality JPEG is very close the one obtained from the raw, we see that the maximum is quite different. The 50% and 75% quality JPEG images show a steady increase in color difference error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CIELAB</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>CIEDE2000</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia raw</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6 RMSE and GFC for linear fitting in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogeneous case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>GFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia raw</td>
<td>0.008 0.042</td>
<td>0.149 0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.008 0.042</td>
<td>0.149 0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.008 0.042</td>
<td>0.153 0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.009 0.043</td>
<td>0.146 0.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When considering the case of spectral estimation via polynomial fitting the results stay the same, in the sense that there is very little difference spectrally between the estimation done with the RAW images and the one done JPEG quality based images (see Figure 24 and Table 8). The color differences also show the same information as previously, that there is a difference between results obtained with the RAW and those obtained with JPEG images.
Figure 2.4 RMSE wavelength-wise error (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for Nokia 1520 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogenous case).

Table 7 CIELAB and CIEDE2000 for second degree polynomial fitting in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogenous case).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CIELAB</th>
<th>CIEDE2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia raw</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8 RMSE and GFC for second degree polynomial fitting in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogenous case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>GFC</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia raw</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results obtained showing that RAW images and JPEG images provide similar spectral estimations should be considered with certain reservations. This is because we were considering the ideal homogenous case where the samples were simple color patches and not samples with great level of detail and color variations. As already mentioned we know that JPEG compression affects the image data mostly on the high level frequencies which corresponds to the level the details in the image. Reducing the quality of the JPEG image means discarding more high level frequencies and implicitly the details of the image.

Also another important cause for this result is that the spectral reflectance of the samples was obtained through a great deal of averaging. After the spectral estimated image data cube was obtained, a 30X30 patch of each sample was extracted and averaged in order to obtain the spectral reflectance of the sample.

Figure 25 Image showing variations in the level of detail between RAW and JPEG images with different compression ratios
5.1.2 Results for spatial non-homogenous case

Thus in order to consider a real case scenario where we don’t have the ideal homogenous case, the reflectance spectra was recovered this time by considering the RGB data from the corners of the samples where now we see variations in the level of detail and color (Figure 25). Also less averaging was done, now using just a 3x3 patch to obtain the estimated spectra of the samples.

![Graph](image1)

**Figure 25 RMSE wavelength-wise error (Linear and Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for Nokia 1520 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial non-homogenous case)**

Figure 26 and Table 10 show that there is a clear difference spectrally between the estimated spectra obtained from the RAW images and the one obtained from the JPEG images. We see that the lowest RMSE errors (and highest GFC values) come from using the RAW images and then they increase by increasing the compression
ratio in the JPEG images, thus making the recovered spectra from the JPEG image with 50% quality having the highest error. The result doesn’t change when a different recovery methods of the spectra is used, namely the second degree polynomial fitting.

Table 9 showing the CIELAB and CIEDE2000 color differences present similar results as obtained previously in the sense that there is difference between the estimation done with the RAW and estimation done with JPEG. What is more interesting now is the level of color difference. Previously the color difference, when comparing RAW and JPEG, was quite small, but now we see that it increases exponentially. According to Abrado et al. [48] the results with CIELAB color difference smaller than 10 is considered sufficient. In our case we see that the mean color differences when using JPEG 75% and 50% quality are above this threshold. The only mean color difference smaller than 10 CIELAB units was obtained from the RAW and JPEG 100% quality images. This fact stands true independent of the type of estimation method employed.

Table 9 CIELAB and CIEDE2000 color differences (Linear and Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for Nokia 1520 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial non-homogenous case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CIELAB</th>
<th>CIEDE2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liniar fit</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 raw</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 JPEG 75%</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 JPEG 50%</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second degree polynomial fit</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 raw</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 JPEG 75%</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 JPEG 50%</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 10 RMSE and GFC errors (Linear and Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for Nokia 1520 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial non-homogeneous case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>GFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear fitting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 raw</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second degree polynomial fitting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 raw</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 1520 JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.3 Conclusion
This experiment has shown that, as expected, JPEG type compression plays an important role in obtaining the spectral data, namely that it provides worse approximations than the estimations obtained from the RAW data. This statement is true for all the devices where the RAW data was available.

However it is possible to obtain somewhat close approximations to the estimations obtained from the RAW data when considering high level quality JPEG image. Still,
special attention is needed when the imaged objects are not represented in a homogenous type space, but as a real case scenario in which they contain high level of detail.

5.2 Testing how the image processing block in digital image affects reflectance estimation in smartphones

Another important step in investigating the value of the smartphone as a pocket spectral imaging device was to test how the image processing block affects reflectance estimation in comparison with the RAW images.

In order to test this we considered the JPEG and RAW images with the Xrite Color Checker Digital SG taken with all the devices. The images were used further in recovery of the spectral data. Again the estimation methods used were linear fitting via least squares and polynomial fitting via least squares. The evaluation was anew LOO.

As we saw previously that compression plays an important role in spectral data recovery, we tried eliminating these effects for the cases when JPEG type data was used. This was done by choosing the highest quality images that were possible to obtain from the smartphones and digital cameras and also by considering for estimation the case where the samples are spatially homogenous.

5.2.1 Linear fitting via least squares

Results can be seen in Figure 27 and Tables 11, 12 for linear fitting. Firstly we see from Figure 27 that estimation errors obtained from JPEG are much higher than the ones obtained from the RAW. Secondly we notice that estimating the reflectance from RAW images provides the most stable results, as RMSE wavelength errors are closely grouped together, while the ones obtained from the JPEG images vary considerably in shape and intensity. Thirdly we see that from JPEG type outputs the lowest error comes from the iPhone device while the highest one comes from the Nikon D800 camera.
Figure 27 RMSE wavelength-wise error (Linear fit via LS) for all devices in testing the influence of image processing block in reflectance estimation

From Table 11 we see that from a colorimetric point of view the results obtained from JPEG are quite bad when using linear fitting. The mean CIELAB color differences for all the devices where JPEG was considered was higher than when RAW images were used, having values ranging between 15 and 25. This makes the reconstructed spectra unusable from the color point of view according to Abrado et al. [48]

Table 11 CIELAB and CIEDE2000 color differences (Linear fit via LS) for all devices in testing the influence of image processing block in reflectance estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CIELAB</th>
<th>CIEDE2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min  Mean Max</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 raw</td>
<td>0.3  3.9 12.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG</td>
<td>1.7 29.1 158.9</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 RAW</td>
<td>0.5  3.7 11.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG</td>
<td>1.1 16.0 58.9</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia RAW</td>
<td>0.5  4.1 11.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Considering the spectral metrics RMSE and GFC we remark from Table 12 that we can infer the same information as from the color difference table. Thus we see again that RMSE values are lower for estimations obtained from the RAW images, while estimations from JPEG images are higher. The mean GFC values are all lower than 0.995 which is considered the basic necessary for acceptable estimation results. This is caused due to the simplistic method used in estimation, but also because of the devices themselves as they were not conceived with reflectance recovery purpose in mind.

Table 12 RMSE and GFC errors (Linear fit via LS) for all devices in testing the influence of image processing block in reflectance estimation.
### 5.2.2 Second degree polynomial fitting via least squares

When applying the Second degree polynomial estimation method the results change. Figure 28 containing the RMSE wavelength-wise error doesn’t show anymore the high discrepancy that we saw before in linear fitting between RAW and JPEG images. Visually now we see that the lowest errors corresponds still to RAW data from Nokia 1520. Numerically however we see from Table 14 that the mean values corresponding to the lowest spectral errors correspond to JPEG type data coming mainly from smartphone type devices such as Iphone, HTC, Nokia, but also the commercial Olympus digital camera. GFC values, although under the limit of what can be considered as a good reconstruction, also puts Nokia and IPhone as the devices with the best reconstructed spectra compared with the raw data obtained from DSLR cameras.

![Figure 28 RMSE wavelength-wise error (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for all devices in testing the influence of image processing block in reflectance estimation](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>450</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>550</th>
<th>600</th>
<th>650</th>
<th>700</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OLYMPUS</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMSUNG</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>450</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>550</th>
<th>600</th>
<th>650</th>
<th>700</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OLYMPUS</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMSUNG</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 13 paints another picture of the results than Table 14. While spectrally the recovered data is best when using the mobile cameras, from a color difference point of view results show that still devices which can obtain the RAW data provide lower color difference values. Still the values obtained for the mobile devices are all under the 6 CIELAB color difference scale. Obtaining color difference values under 6 CIELAB units considered the estimated spectra as being of good quality by Abrado et al [48].

Table 13 CIELAB and CIEDE2000 color differences (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for all devices in testing the influence of image processing block in reflectance estimation.
Table 14 RMSE and GFC errors (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for all devices in testing the influence of image processing block in reflectance estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>GFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 raw</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 RAW</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia RAW</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC JPEG</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPHONE JPEG</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLYMPUS JPEG</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMSUNG JPEG</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.3 Conclusion

We saw in this test that even though we tried to reduce the effect of JPEG type compression, it still played an important role when testing the influence of the image processing block in reflectance estimation. This happened for all the devices considered be they mobile cameras or DSLR cameras.

Another point that was seen here was that dependent on the estimation method used, there is the possibility that under certain conditions, the estimation obtained from smartphone cameras is better from a spectral point of view than the estimation obtained from raw data of DSLR cameras. However colorimetric error values are still higher. We noticed thus that the CIELAB errors are not statistically consistent with the spectral errors. This is caused by the fact that we have a nonlinear transform from the spectral reflectance to CIELAB values, thus the solution obtained as estimated spectra is not optimal when evaluated by colorimetric error [27].
5.3 Testing how smartphone cameras perform in reflectance estimation when considering natural materials

For this test the natural materials chart presented in Chapter 4 was used for estimation. The chart was imaged by all the devices and the RGB images were used similarly in estimation methods. These include linear fitting, second degree polynomial fitting, and third-degree polynomial fitting.

In this case however, the natural materials chart was used just as test data, while for training the 96 samples of the Xrite Color Checker Digital SG was used.

5.3.1 Linear fitting via least squares

Results for linear fitting are shown in Figure 29 and Tables 15, 16.

![Figure 29 RMSE wavelength-wise error (Linear fit via LS) for all devices in testing the performance of mobile cameras in reflectance estimation using a natural materials chart](image)

Figure 29 presents the RMSE wavelength-wise errors. As seen before in the image processing block testing the lowest errors are obtained from the RAW data for Nikon D800, Nikon D80 and Nokia 1520 devices (with some variation in the blue region between the Nokia 1520 and Nikon cameras). This variation it is caused due to the high level of noise present in the RAW Nokia 1520 image.

Still low errors results from JPEG data are obtained for Iphone and Nokia type devices. These statements stand true when considering error measures both spectrally and colorimetrically as it can be seen in Tables 15 and 16.

Furthermore Figure 29 and Tables 15, 16 also show that the worst estimations come from devices such as Samsung, Olympus with the worst being HTC device.
Table 15 CIELAB and CIEDE2000 color differences (Linear fit via LS) for all devices in testing the performance of mobile cameras in reflectance estimation using a natural materials chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CIELAB</th>
<th>CIEDE2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 raw</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 RAW</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia RAW</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC JPEG</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPHONE JPEG</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLYMPUS JPEG</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMSUNG JPEG</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16 RMSE and GFC errors (Linear fit via LS) for all devices in testing the performance of mobile cameras in reflectance estimation using a natural materials chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>GFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 raw</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 RAW</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 30 Estimated Spectral reflectance for maximum and minimum spectral error respectively (Linear fit via LS) for all devices in testing the performance of mobile cameras in reflectance estimation using a natural materials chart.
It is important to acknowledge here the fact that largest errors appeared due to the natural samples used. As previously stated, the chart was not build with the goal of testing color accuracy or reflectance estimation through different devices. Therefore it contains rough samples, with different thicknesses, transparencies, and reflectivity. The highest errors obtained involved materials that belonged to plastics category (such as transparent plastics) or metal category (such as aluminium foil), while the lowest errors came from the paper and carton category. Figure 30 shows the estimated spectral reflectance for the maximum error in the case of aluminium samples and the minimum error in the case of a paper sample.

5.3.2 Second degree polynomial fitting via least squares
Results for Second degree polynomial fitting are shown in Figure 31 and Tables 17, 18.

Figure 31 RMSE wavelength-wise error (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for all devices in testing the performance of mobile cameras in reflectance estimation using a natural materials chart

Figure 31 presents the RMSE wavelength-wise errors for the Second degree polynomial fitting. Here we see immediately that the lowest RMSE wavelength-wise error corresponds to the estimation where Nikon 1520 JPEG is used followed by that of the Iphone device. Numerically we can also infer the same from Table 18, which shows JPEG data from Nikon and Iphone provides the lowest RMSE errors (and highest GFC values). Furthermore we notice from Figure 31 that, what was a slight variation in the error curves (in the blue region) obtained from the Nokia 1520 and the Nikon cameras, now it has become quite big due to the exponential increase of the error caused by the polynomial estimation.

Similar to the linear fitting method the highest RMSE estimation error comes from the JPEG data of HTC device.
Furthermore from Table 18 we can ascertain that even though the smallest spectral errors were obtained from smartphones like Iphone and Nokia, color differences are smaller when using the RAW data from Nikon D800 and Nikon D80 devices.

Table 17 CIELAB and CIEDE2000 color differences (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for all devices in testing the performance of mobile cameras in reflectance estimation using a natural materials chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CIELAB</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>CIEDE2000</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 raw</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 RAW</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia RAW</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC JPEG</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPHONE JPEG</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLYMPUS JPEG</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMSUNG JPEG</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 18 RMSE and GFC errors (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for all devices in testing the performance of mobile cameras in reflectance estimation using a natural materials chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>GFC</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 raw</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>0.984</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Connah et al suggests in his paper \[28\] that increasing the degree of the polynomial in the reflectance recovery method improves the results and lowers the estimation errors. For this test case scenario we went a step further and have done the estimation using the third grade polynomial method via least squares fit.

### 5.3.3 Third degree polynomial fitting via least squares

Figure 32: RMSE wavelength-wise errors (Third degree polynomial fit via LS) for all devices in testing the performance of mobile cameras in reflectance estimation using a natural materials chart.
When using this estimation method, results are similar to the ones obtained in the second degree polynomial fitting case. Therefore we see that spectrally the lowest error measure corresponds to devices such as Iphone, Nokia 1520 and Nikon D800 where JPEG data is used (Table 20). GFC values also points to the same scenario where Iphone and Nokia 1520 obtain the best results by having the highest GFC values. Visually we see from Figure 33 that the third degree polynomial smoothes out the errors in cases where JPEG data is used for estimation, whereas the cases where RAW data is used, it smoothes out the errors only in the region where sensor has sensitivity. In the regions where the sensor is less sensitive such as the regions where we have the intersection of channels sensitivity (at 510nm and 570nm) we notice high peaks of spectral errors.

As we already got accustomed the results shows that colorimetrically the lowest color differences are obtained by estimations that used the RAW camera data (Table 19). Color differences for smartphone devices have means lower than 10 which makes them acceptable by Abrado et al.

| Table 19 CIELAB and CIEDE2000 color differences (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for all devices in testing the performance of mobile cameras in reflectance estimation using a natural materials chart |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | CIELAB          | CIEDE2000       |                 |                 |
|                 | Min  | Mean | Max   | Standard deviation | Min  | Mean | Max   | Standard deviation |
| D800 raw        | 0.7   | 5.3  | 33.7  | 4.7              | 0.6   | 4.1  | 23.3  | 3.1              |
| D800 JPEG       | 0.6   | 5.1  | 34.3  | 4.9              | 0.4   | 3.9  | 23.8  | 3.3              |
| D80 RAW         | 0.8   | 5.3  | 32.7  | 4.5              | 0.8   | 4.0  | 22.5  | 3.1              |
| D80 JPEG        | 1.1   | 6.0  | 35.1  | 5.1              | 0.8   | 4.3  | 21.9  | 3.0              |
| Nokia RAW       | 1.4   | 7.7  | 33.2  | 4.9              | 0.7   | 5.8  | 19.8  | 3.2              |
| Nokia JPEG      | 0.7   | 7.0  | 36.3  | 5.5              | 0.4   | 5.1  | 22.0  | 3.2              |
| HTC JPEG        | 3.0   | 11.3 | 45.9  | 8.0              | 3.0   | 8.2  | 21.9  | 4.4              |
| IPHONE JPEG     | 0.7   | 5.8  | 34.3  | 5.2              | 0.5   | 4.4  | 23.8  | 3.6              |
| OLYMPUS JPEG    | 0.6   | 6.4  | 33.6  | 5.2              | 0.6   | 5.3  | 23.2  | 3.6              |
| SAMSUNG JPEG    | 1.6   | 7.0  | 32.0  | 4.8              | 1.0   | 5.4  | 23.7  | 3.4              |
Table 20 RMSE and GFC errors for (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for all devices in testing the performance of mobile cameras in reflectance estimation using a natural materials chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>GFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 raw</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800JPEG</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 RAW</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia RAW</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia JPEG</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC JPEG</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPHONE JPEG</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLYMPUS JPEG</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMSUNG JPEG</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.4 Conclusion
In this last experiment we tested the performance of current smartphone cameras in terms of reflectance estimation in the case where the imaged data is represented by natural materials. Results have shown that under certain conditions currently there are mobile cameras that can perform similarly or even outperform DSLR cameras spectrally.
6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we focused on studying the practicality and usefulness of smartphones and their cameras as a single standing spectral imaging device. The study in the thesis is structured as a comparison between smart-phone cameras and DSLR cameras as their digital output in the form of RAW (obtained mainly from the DSLR cameras) and JPEG type data provide an important role in obtaining the spectral estimation of the imaged objects. Several test cases were made in order to see the problems that arise when considering smartphone devices as spectral imaging devices. Upon recovering the spectral data different reflectance estimation methods were implemented such as the linear fitting via least square and multivariate polynomial fitting via least squares. Also evaluation of the estimation methods were realized by implementing different spectral and colorimetric metrics such as RMSE, GPC and RMSE wavelength-wise, CIELAB and CIEDE2000 color differences.

The problems considered were how the JPEG type compression algorithm and also how the image processing block influences reflectance recovery. This experiment has shown that, as expected, JPEG type compression plays an important role in obtaining the spectral data, namely that it provides worse estimations with increasing level of compression than the estimations obtained from the RAW data. However under the tested conditions it is possible to obtain somewhat close reflectance estimations (to the ones obtained from the RAW data) when considering using high level quality JPEG image. Similarly it was found that the image processing block plays also quite an important role influencing a great deal the estimation. Results showed that even though smartphone cameras have similar type of sensors recovery accuracy varies greatly between devices.

Also performance of current smartphone cameras in terms of reflectance estimation was tested in the case where the imaged data is represented by natural materials. Results have shown that under certain conditions, currently there are mobile cameras such as Nokia 1520 and iPhone 5S that can offer spectral recovery similarly to DSLR cameras even with JPEG type formats. However RAW data from DSLRs offers more “stable” results colorimetrically. This statistical inconsistency is caused by the fact that we have a nonlinear transform from the spectral reflectance to CIELAB values, thus the solution obtained as estimated spectra is not optimal when evaluated by colorimetric error.

Another aspect found when trying to use the smartphone as a spectral imaging device is that it emplyes the usage of certain estimation models. This is due to the inability of the user to have access to the sensitivities of the sensor (due to company policies, and inability to capture RAW data), which represents much needed information in many recovery methods. Thus we have a limitation of the estimation models that can be employed.

Future work involves testing the reflectance recovery when using as training, charts with more color samples. It is widely known in literature that increasing the number
of training samples the accuracy in spectral recovery will be greater improved. Also it would be interesting to see what is the minimum number of training samples in order to obtain good spectral data from the smartphones. Also as future work it is needed to see how different illumination and estimation methods affects the results obtained so far.

Even more the final goal is to create custom software application which includes reduced and adapted image processing in order provide analytical measurements of a spectral image. This can be used in a broad range of fields such as it will allow a novice user to use applications that carry out analysis on objects that require spectral information mobile imaging in artworks, cultural heritage, medical imaging, pattern recognition (automated photo editing) etc.
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ANNEX A

Figure 33 RMSE wavelength-wise error (Linear fit via LS) for Nikon D80 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogeneous case)

Figure 34 RMSE wavelength-wise error (Linear fit via LS) for Nikon D800 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogeneous case)
Table 21 CIELAB and CIEDE2000 color difference (Linear fit via LS) for Nikon D800 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogeneous case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CIELAB</th>
<th>CIEDE2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 raw</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 raw</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 22 RMSE and GFC errors (Linear fit via LS) for Nikon D800 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogeneous case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>GFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 raw</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Value1</td>
<td>Value2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 raw</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNEX B

Figure 35 RMSE wavelength-wise error (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for Nikon D80 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogenous case)

Figure 36 RMSE wavelength-wise error (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for Nikon D800 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogenous case)
Table 23 CIELAB and CIEDE2000 color difference (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for Nikon D80 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogenous case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CIELAB</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>CIEDE2000</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 raw</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 raw</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 24 RMSE and GFC errors (Second degree polynomial fit via LS) for Nikon D80 in testing the influence of JPEG compression in reflectance estimation (spatial homogenous case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>GFC</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 raw</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D80 JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Mobile Phone Camera Possibilities for Spectral Imaging

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0.007</th>
<th>0.038</th>
<th>0.083</th>
<th>0.017</th>
<th>0.816</th>
<th>0.984</th>
<th>0.999</th>
<th>0.026</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D800 raw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG 100%</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG 75%</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D800 JPEG 50%</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>